
HDFC Bank is the most valuable private bank in India. Its market capitalization is 2.5x more 

than SBI, even though SBI has ~3x more assets. HDFC Bank has consistently grown its market 

share in loans and deposits across credit cycles. It has 7.8% and 6.4% market share in loans and 

deposits in FY18 compared to 2.4% and 2.6% ten years ago. What is unique about HDFC Bank? 

 

Brand: HDFC Bank did an excellent job by leveraging the brand conferred to it by its parent 

(HDFC) and taking the brand to even greater heights. It’s arguably the best brand in India, the 

only brand featuring in the Top 70 globally across all sectors. A brand is essential for attracting 

and retaining talent, acquiring customers, and raising capital at favorable rates during harsh 

conditions, like the current NBFC crisis. 

 

Technology and Innovation: HDFC Bank’s decision to go with iFlex’s Microbanker 

technology from the beginning helped it connect all its branches in real-time, allowing it to 

differentiate its offerings from other banks. For example, it pulled all the players in the capital 

markets supply chain to join the automated settlement system, resulting in lowering the 

settlement risk for exchanges and reducing the working capital needs for the brokers. 

 

It is the second-largest tax collector after SBI. In FY19, it collected 5 trillion rupees of direct 

taxes and indirect taxes. For handling this transaction, it’s paid a fee income, and it enjoys a free 

float for one day. It got this deal several years back by able to return the tax collected to the 

central government in 4 days compared to 14 days taken by nationalized banks. 

 

It pioneered in vendor and dealer financing by accessing the suppliers and customers of big 

corporate customers. For example, branded companies like Tata and Asian Paints don’t have 

issues in borrowing money. But, their non-branded suppliers and customers found it hard to 

borrow money at reasonable rates. HDFC Bank navigated the relationship tree to acquire more 

borrowers. Through micromarketing, it was able to grow horizontally and vertically. 

 

HDFC Bank started expanding to semi-urban and rural India about five years back, where 70% 

of India lives. Around 20% of business and 53% of banking outlets come from these areas, and 

it's growing faster than urban. It's taking its products to these areas and building the asset side 

of the balance sheet. It has a strong process and turnaround time, which helps village level 

entrepreneurs (VLE) to earn more resulting in HDFC gaining market share faster than other 

players. It has acquired up to 19% of incremental market share in rural communities. 

 

Culture of prudent underwriting: It's easy to grow a loan book at high double-digit rates. 

All you need to do is to lend money without worrying about the creditworthiness of your 

borrowers. However, it takes a lot of intelligence to grow a loan book with quality. Banks report 

their NPA to show how well their loans are performing. 

 

The only problem with NPA is the management discretion that goes into calculating it. During 

good times everyone reports low NPAs. It's hard to figure out who is swimming naked and who 



isn't. To best way to find out is to time travel and see which banks didn’t change their NPAs 

much, when their books got audited by the RBI. 

 

In 2015, Raghuram Rajan, former RBI governor of India, decided to clean the balance sheets of 

all commercial banks. After inspecting their loan books, RBI asked all the banks to make three 

kinds of provisions: (a) NPA that were earlier not recognized by them. (b) loans given to various 

projects, where the dates of commencement of commercial operations have passed, but the 

projects have not yet taken off. (c) restructured loans. How did HDFC Bank perform in the RBI 

test? 

 

 

Banks have been playing the game of loan restructuring for a long time, without showing these 

loans as non-performing. HDFC Bank, IndusInd Bank, and Kotak Mahindra Bank came out 

well. The culture of prudent underwriting separates HDFC Bank from the rest. 

 

Risks: Skate to where the puck is going, not where it has been. Under the leadership of Aditya 

Puri, HDFC Bank became the most valuable bank in India, rewarding its shareholders 

handsomely. Can it continue generating an above-average return over the next 5 to 10 years with 

Aditya Puri retiring in October 2020? 

 

My point of view is that culture lasts much longer than the leaders who helped shape it up. 

HDFC Bank's culture of prudent underwriting should continue even after Puri's departure. 

HDFC Bank is a well oiled machinery with the right process and got a large depth of 

management talent. 

 



It took HDFC Bank 20 years to reach ~50 million customers. Amazon and Flipkart combined 

have 300 million users, own the customer experience. Being in the front and center, they will 

start dictating terms to banks and can make them compete on interest rates and share expenses 

on discounts, which could impact their profitability. 

 

HDFC Bank is clear in owning the customer. It did not participate in co-branding credit cards 

with Amazon or Flipkart. HDFC Bank has a 25% share of total outstanding credit cards, the 

largest acquirer of merchants, controlling 21% share of credit card and debit card spends on 

point of sale (POS) terminals. 

 

It leveraged its strength by launching Festive Treats using which its customers can buy mobile 

phones, smart television, etc. at a steep discount from participating merchants in nearby 

physical stores. Will it strategy of owning direct customer relationship continue? Time will tell. 

 

Valuation: Banks play an essential role in supplying credit, which in turn helps drive economic 

growth. From 1998 to 2018, India’s GDP went up from $415 billion to $2.7 trillion, representing 

a CAGR of 9.9%. During the same period, advances given out by Indian banks compounded at 

18%.  

 

Private banks compounded at a faster rate, 24%, by taking market share from the weaker public 

sector banks. Value migration from the public sector banks to private banks will continue as 

public sector banks still control 65% of all the advances in the banking system. It is a reasonable 

assumption to make that private banks will grow their advances at 2-2.5x GDP. 

 

There is a significant value migration that is happening from physical assets like gold and real 

estate to financial assets. JAM Trinity, Demonetization, and RERA will accelerate the value 

migration. There is a significant tailwind that will continue to help private banks to grow at 

double digit rates for a decade. 

 

What IRR should an investor expect, assuming there’s no disruption, by holding HDFC Bank for 

a decade? I will leave that as an exercise, dear reader. 

 

Disclaimer: I own shares of HDFC Bank. This is not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold. I 

am not a SEBI registered analyst. I wrote this document to organize my thoughts and deepen my 

understanding about the company and the industry. I am sharing it so that you can learn 

something from this. 
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